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Update statement.  The preliminary plan shows a raised median in front of the east access as a barrier against left turn movements
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Callout
State/list ECM criteria for stacking, storage, and taper for every affected auxiliary lane and access and state whether this access can be met.  If it can't be met, state the required modification so it can be met (a deviation request may be required if an alternative to the criteria is proposed)Unresolved.Update to identify the required required storage length.  Per ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the design elements for a left turn lane are the bay taper, lane length, and storage length.  See ECM 2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.With the additional storage length double check that there is no conflict with the upstream intersection.  Current intersection spacing does not have sufficient spacing to accommodate the required left turn lanes.  Intersection spacings needs to be adjusted.  
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If the TIS is going to include this statement then provide a complete analysis of the feasibility of a full movement and the required WBLT lane length.  Based on the layout there does not seem to be sufficient space for a WBLT that meets criteria.  The middle access WBLT would be conflicting with this east access full movement and the roundabout splitter island
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update per previous comments.
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Update to include the required storage length.  Per ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the design elements for a left turn lane are the bay taper, lane length, and storage length.  What's provided is only the lane length and storage length which makes up the deceleration.See ECM 2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.
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update recommendation.  With a median island in place would it be more appropriate to place a one-way sign at the raised median directly in front of the RIRO access?
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Remove.This does not seem necessary with a raised median on Meadowbrook Pkwy.
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Identify any other offsite improvements to be constructed with Crossroads mixed use.  Note the timing of these improvements (w/ phase 1 or phase 2).  The Master TIS showed the following offsite improvements highlighted in yellow that were associated with Crossroads Mixed Use.
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Per criteria this warrants exclusive left and right turn lanes.  Revise the preliminary plan street layout to allow restriping for a second outgoing lane or submit deviation request for consideration.
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State/list ECM criteria for stacking, storage, and
taper for every affected auxiliary lane and access
and state whether this access can be met.  If it
can't be met, state the required modification so it
can be met (a deviation request may be required if
an alternative to the criteria is proposed)

Unresolved.
Update to identify the required required storage
length.  Per ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the
design elements for a left turn lane are the bay
taper, lane length, and storage length.  See ECM
2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.

With the additional storage length double check
that there is no conflict with the upstream
intersection.  Current intersection spacing does not
have sufficient spacing to accommodate the
required left turn lanes.  Intersection spacings
needs to be adjusted. 

State/list ECM criteria for stacking, storage, and taper for every affected auxiliary lane and access and
state whether this access can be met.  If it can't be met, state the required modification so it can be met
(a deviation request may be required if an alternative to the criteria is proposed)

Unresolved.
Update to identify the required required storage length.  Per ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the
design elements for a left turn lane are the bay taper, lane length, and storage length.  See ECM
2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.

With the additional storage length double check that there is no conflict with the upstream
intersection.  Current intersection spacing does not have sufficient spacing to accommodate the
required left turn lanes.  Intersection spacings needs to be adjusted . 
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update recommendation.  With a median island in
place would it be more appropriate to place a
one-way sign at the raised median directly in front
of the RIRO access?
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Remove.This does not seem necessary with a
raised median on Meadowbrook Pkwy.
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sign at the raised median directly in
front of the RIRO access?
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not seem necessary
with a raised median
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Pkwy.
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If the TIS is going to include this statement then
provide a complete analysis of the feasibility of a
full movement and the required WBLT lane length.
 Based on the layout there does not seem to be
sufficient space for a WBLT that meets criteria. 
The middle access WBLT would be conflicting with
this east access full movement and the roundabout
splitter island
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Update to include the required storage length.  Per
ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the design
elements for a left turn lane are the bay taper, lane
length, and storage length.  
What's provided is only the lane length and storage
length which makes up the deceleration.

See ECM 2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.
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Identify any other offsite improvements to be
constructed with Crossroads mixed use.  Note the
timing of these improvements (w/ phase 1 or
phase 2).  

The Master TIS showed the following offsite
improvements highlighted in yellow that were
associated with Crossroads Mixed Use.

Update statement.  The preliminary plan
shows a raised median in front of the
east access as a barrier against left turn
movements

If the TIS is going to include this statement then
provide a complete analysis of the feasibility of a full
movement and the required WBLT lane length. 
Based on the layout there does not seem to be
sufficient space for a WBLT that meets criteria.  The
middle access WBLT would be conflicting with this
east access full movement and the roundabout
splitter island

Update to include the required storage length.  Per ECM 2.3.7.E.1 and Figure 2-25 the design
elements for a left turn lane are the bay taper, lane length, and storage length.  
What's provided is only the lane length and storage length which makes up the deceleration.

See ECM 2.3.7.E.3 for storage length criteria.

Identify any other offsite improvements to be constructed
with Crossroads mixed use.  Note the timing of these
improvements (w/ phase 1 or phase 2).  

The Master TIS showed the following offsite
improvements highlighted in yellow that were associated
with Crossroads Mixed Use.
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Per criteria this warrants exclusive left and right
turn lanes.  Revise the preliminary plan street
layout to allow restriping for a second outgoing
lane or submit deviation request for consideration.

Per criteria this warrants exclusive left
and right turn lanes.  Revise the
preliminary plan street layout to allow
restriping for a second outgoing lane
or submit deviation request for
consideration.


